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Benefits Features

Medical Dictionary 

With medical dictionaries covering thousands 

of terms, you can make sure your ingredients 

lists and terms are correct within our software.

Multilingual 
Check for correct spelling no matter the 

language.

Custom dictionaries 
Build your own custom dictionaries with terms 

unique to your organization.

GlobalVision Text Inspection 50mg 
Take 2-3 caplets per day or as recommended by 
your health care practitioner.
Global Vision has worldwide representation. 
Global Vision led the migration from manual 
proofreading to automation — gaining an 
unmatched reputation for vision and technology 
along the way. For over a decade, we’ve helped 
clients increase proofreading accuracy, speed, 

GlobalVision Text Inspection 50mg 
Take 23 caplets per day or as recommended by 
your health care practitioner.
Global Vision has worldwide representation. 
Global Vision led the migration from manual 
proofreading to automation — gaining an 
unmatched reputation for vision and technology 
along the way. For over a decade, we’ve helped 
clients increase proofreading accuracy, speed, 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ

GlobalVision Text Inspection 
Version 3.1.0

This insert is part of GlobalVision compares text in virtually any
language. Even compare unlike files (graphic vs. word files). 
Quickly and easily find changes in fonts, sizes, deletions, 
inserts, spelling, and location. 

Looking for a better way to mangae text and ensure accuracy 
globally? GlobalVision is the first client-server solution on the 
market. It combines top notch text inspection technology with 
centralized user management for corporate wide deployment 
and superior inspections.  

GlobalVision compares text in virtually any language. Even 
compare unlike files (graphic vs. word files). Quickly and easily
find changes in fonts, sizes, deletions, ins ts, spelling, and 
locattion. 

GlobalVision Text Inspection 50mg 

Take 2-3 caplets per day or as recommended by your health 
care practitioner. 

Global Vision has worldwide representation. Global Vision led
the migration from manual proofreading to automation – 
gaining an unmatched reputation for vision and technology 
along the way. For over a decade, we’ve helped clients 
increase proofreading accuracy, speed, productivity, and

process efficiencies. Today, GlobalVision continues to use the
power of technology to positively transform the artwork
inspection process. 

Our proven track record assures our customers that we will
meet their needs in termz of protecting thier quality, workflaw
and brand - today and in the future.

Features

Text document comparison: Detect all changes
between MS Word, PDF, XML
& text files, regardless of layout or format

Font size tolerance: (As per new European Standards)
Font size tolerance setting allowing for detection of font
size defferences as small as 0.01
Support for QRD templates: Ability to inspect QRD
templates for EMA submissions; SPL templates for
FDA submissions

“With many changing regulations and the need to achieve 
complete content integrity, it is becoming increasingly
important for our pharmaceutical clients to be able to ensure 
complete accuracy on all packaging”, says Global Vision
President, Reuben Malz. “Our solutions are designed to 
eliminate the risk of errors and give you peace of mind during
the content verification process”. 
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Spellproof 
Spelling Inspection

Inspect spelling with a  
higher degree of accuracy 
on artwork files.

Text
Inspection

Spelling
Inspection

Notes Barcode
Inspection

Graphics
Inspection

Braille
Inspection

Print
Inspection

Up to 30 languages including:

Bulgarian

Catalan

Croation

Czech 

English

French

German

Greek

Hungarian

Latvian

Lithuanian

Polish

Portuguese

Russian

Spanish

Swedish


